Letter to the Editor.
On 6-FEB-2008, I spent about an hour at the Port of Bellingham reviewing the material from my
public records request for all airport related proposals / presentations made to airlines and local
organizations. Mary Matyas was kind enough to help guide me through the process. I placed this
request right after the Airport Advisory Meeting (JAN2008). At this meeting there was no mention
of a proposed hub for Allegiant Airlines.
During the meeting I tried to illustrate how important an airline proposal might be to our
community. We have had tremendous turnover with SkyBus, Western Airlines, United, and Delta
cutting back flights. An airline presentation/proposal is an excellent indicator of how we are
representing Bellingham and judges character/ethics of our local officials. After the first
document, I became a bit concerned. For example, two slides (illustrated below), are from the
presentation given to Frontier Airlines by the Port of Bellingham in June of 2007. This meeting
with Frontier was confirmed. I do not know why Western Airlines was included or how Delta was
so highly acclaimed. Why were these included? At the meeting and at previous meetings I always
expressed these same concerns (www.blinet.org). The airport is more interested in balancing a
budget over the community’s sustainability and environmental interests and future. The slides are
not oversights either; I checked and compared other presentations especially the presentations
before Frontier’s. Not that this is interesting, but I found that the weight of the paper was heavier
in presentations around the time airlines left.
This gets back to my question regarding what checks and balances are in place for our
community when there are inflated numbers, lack of sources, and services that do not actually
exist while at the same time not caring about the environment and servicing Canadians (2/3)
because we are cheap and have no concern for our own environment.
I care about the community and the environment and if this is common practice with local Port of
Bellingham officials, chances are this may carry over to other Port activities. I would also stress
that if these same presentations are going on at the Chamber or the Semiahmoo Men’s Club,
then I would be real worried. I presented these two slides to a number of students, friends, and
family and they are at the consensus that the slides represent fraud by a port official. In short, it
means any information like this being relayed to other governmental agencies, businesses,
and/or organizations (Green or not) is misrepresenting and may have cost our community greatly.
We need to work with the FAA and ask them to reduce large cargo/passenger traffic here not
because it balances a budget, but because we have an environment to protect.
I am still waiting for the Port of Bellingham’s request to see if they would work with the FAA and
make BLI a cleaner airport. I have also asked if Port officials would contact a local school letting
the kids ask questions in regard to Allegiant Airlines, and how the carrier benefits our community
and the environment. We could also ask about the impact to local casinos that operate in
Whatcom, Skagit, and Snohomish counties. Well we can save that question for the First Nation.
Best regards.

Matt Paskus
Current Huxley Graduate Student

Arizona Republic Feb. 7, 2007 05:44 PM
Western Airlines rebirth apparently was short-lived.
JJ Hensley
The Bellingham, Wash.-based carrier, which took the name of an airline that was acquired in the 1980s
when it began operations last month, was forced to cease operations Tuesday because of outstanding
debts with suppliers, including Xtra Airways, which leases aircraft to Western.
Bellingham Herald no longer has article on web site.

Bellingham Herald August 21st, 2007
Delta to cut midday Bellingham flight
Second daily flight may return by late winter
BELLINGHAM — Saying that it expects air traffic to decrease after school starts, Delta Airlines will
be reducing its flights from Bellingham to Salt Lake City starting Sept. 5. Sky West Airlines, which operates the route, will cut the
number of daily flights out of Bellingham from two to one. The remaining flight will depart Bellingham International Airport at 6 a.m.
The last day of service for the 12:45 p.m. flight is Sept. 4.
Anthony Black, a spokesman for Delta, said the airline typically reduces flights when there is less demand, and the start of the school
year is one of those times. He expects the second flight to be back in late winter or early spring.
Art Choat, aviation director for the Port of Bellingham, which runs the airport, said air travel does have some predictability, and it does
tend to slow down after school starts.

